
What are you dreaming of doing 
once the Pandemic is over?



The COVID 19 pandemic 
has totally changed our 
lives and has stopped us 
doing so many things! 

What are you missing 
the most?



Has lockdown given 
you time to think 
about new 
challenges to set 
yourself or new 
things you would 
like to do when all 
this is over ?



Or is it just every 
day things that we 
take for granted 
that you miss?



Don’t “bottle up” your feelings! Express yourself!



Bottle Moments is an activity 
where you draw what you are 
dreaming of doing when the 
pandemic is over inside a 
bottle!

This is also a competition. 
Take a look at this website..
https://www.bottlemoments.com/covid-19-kids

https://www.bottlemoments.com/covid-19-kids


There are different designs to choose from. 
These templates can be downloaded from the 

website (you can draw one if your can’t 
download one)



Now get creative!
• Draw! What are you dreaming of doing once the pandemic is over? Be as 

wacky, weird and wonderful as you like! You don't have to be the world's best 
artist - we want to see what you're looking forward to, however you'd like to 
draw it! Above all, have fun!

• Email a picture of your drawing toworksubmission@theheys.school and add a 
description of your Bottle Moment. The deadline is Monday 22nd February.

• We may ask if you would be happy for us to share your work on Twitter (or you 
can post it yourself if you have your own account)

• If posting on Twitter or Instagram, make sure you add a description of your 
Bottle Moment, include your age, and use the hashtag #bottlemoments in your 
post in order for your entry to count! If you are unable to enter using social 
media, entries can alternatively be emailed to hello@bottlemoments.com -
though please note, all entries will be considered, but they might not be able 
to reply individually to every single one.

mailto:worksubmission@theheys.school


As lockdown begins to ease, Artists Rob and Kev will pick out 
their 20 favourites - those that, for whatever reason, just 
happen to ‘catch their eye’ - from each age group, which will be 
posted on the website. The baton will then be handed over to 
Good Morning Britain presenter and Bottle Moments 
supporter, Ben Shephard, who will pick his10 favourites from 
each of Rob and Kev's selections.

Then, when lockdown is finally over, Rob will draw customized 
commemorative cartoons of each of Ben’s Top 10 choices from 
the four age groups, which Ben will present in person to the 
kids and their parents/carers - specially printed on Bottle 
Moments mugs - in a feelgood get-together when it is finally 
safe to do so.



Enjoy!


